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Residential Geotechnical
Polyurethane Foam Systems

Lifting Polyurethanes
To A Whole New Level ®

TerraThane™
FEATURES AND
BENEFITS

TerraThane™

+A
 vailable in hydrophobic/
hydro-insensitive formulations
+ Injectable through 5/8-inch
injection holes, making it less
intrusive
+ F lows well under the slab section
to ensure complete void fill
+ Controlled expansion
+ F ast cure times. Concrete
sections can be put back into
use immediately after repair

BEFORE

AFTER

TerraThane geotechnical polyurethane foams are ideal choices for making
repairs to sunken or misaligned concrete slab sections around residences
and structures. Sunken or misaligned sidewalk sections, foundations,
patios, concrete steps and driveways can be repaired in most cases by
injecting TerraThane under the concrete to raise and level it to its original
position, possibly avoiding costly tear-out and concrete replacement.

+ L ightweight—which reduces
loads on existing soils

Typical repairs include:

BEFORE

AFTER

All TerraThane polyurethane systems
are tested per ASTM test methods
which include, but are not limited
to: density, compression strength,
tensile strength, dimensional
stability, closed-cell content, water
absorption and shear strength.
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TerraThane is specially formulated
polyurethane foam for sub-grade
applications. Systems are available
to perform in both wet and dry
soil conditions. All TerraThane
polyurethane systems are closedcell by design to reduce or eliminate
water infiltration around slab
sections. Voids, or cavities, under
slabs that may have been created
by improperly compacted soils, poor
drainage, broken or leaking waste
or water lines, can be filled with a
TerraThane system to ensure no
further settlement occurs.
The injection of TerraThane is much
less intrusive than traditional heavy,
cement slurry injection methods.
5/8-inch holes are drilled and used
as injection points–compared to

BEFORE

1½-inch to 2-inch holes for cement
slurries or traditional mudjacking
methods. TerraThane is lightweight,
yet strong and durable, adding
minimal weight to the existing soils.
Typical densities, or pounds-percubic-foot (PCF) weights range from
2.1 PCF up to 4.0 PCF. Strength
values range from 38 PSI to 100
PSI. Much higher densities and
strength systems are available.
Prior to application the use of the
concrete section(s), the function of
the concrete section(s), and the loads
put upon the concrete section(s), will
determine which TerraThane system
is best suited for making the repairs.
This is determined by performing
a pre-job inspection by a qualified
applicator.

AFTER

Our TerraThane
concrete-specific
geotechnical foam
systems are much lighter
in cubic foot weight
than traditional cement
slurries, easier to apply,
less intrusive and much
simpler to clean up.
TM

Total concrete tear out and
replacement can be expensive.
So can injury and liability issues
when it comes to trip hazards and
uneven sections of concrete that
have sunk or cracked. TerraThane™
geotechnical polyurethane foam
products are engineered to lift and
void fill beneath concrete sections
and save on expensive concrete
replacement.
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NCFI was the first to develop geotechnical polyurethane
foams in the 1990’s. Now TerraThane products are used
in a diverse range of applications and markets. Our broad
product offering include the simplest sidewalk trip hazard
repair to complex road and bridge repairs.

®

About NCFI®

NCFI has been the industry leading innovator of spray
foam insulation and roofing systems solutions since way
back in 1964. We pioneered the use of polyurethane foam
for insulation, and responsibly sustainable manufacturing
processes and products, and we’re still leading the
way. We are the proud recipient of the EPA’s prestigious
Montreal Protocol Award (previously Stratospheric
Ozone and Climate Protection Award) for exemplary
accomplishments and significant contributions to protect
the environment.

• Residential – sidewalks, driveways, patios, pool decks
and foundations
• Commercial – expansive concrete slabs, parking lots,
warehouse floors
• Industrial – manufacturing floor slabs, storage tank
foundations
• M unicipalities – streets, curbs, waste drainage systems,
culvert systems
• D epartments of Transportations – roadways, bridge
approaches
• Specialty Applications – lightweight fill, pipe
abandonment

TerraThane Select Contractors
NCFI Polyurethanes works closely with a knowledgeable,
responsible, and professional contractor base. Each
NCFI TerraThane contractor must be familiarized with
the requirements of the system being applied including
handling, storage and PPE (personal protective
equipment) specified on technical data sheets, SDS,
and NCFI’s product stewardship program.

We Pioneered Spray Foam
Insulation in the 1960s.
We’re Still Leading the Way.

Montreal Protocol Award Winner

